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ABSTRACT 

We describe a model for analytic analysis of transients in 
multicavity klystron output power and phase. Cavities are mod- 
eled as resonant circuits, while bunching of the beam is modeled 
using linear space-charge wave theory. Our analysis has been 
implemented in a computer program which we use in designing 
multicavity klystrons with stable output power and phase. We 
present as examples transient analyses of a relativistic klystron 
using a magnetic pulse compression modulator, and of a con- 
ventional klystron designed to use phase shifting techniques for 
RF pulse compression. 

INTRODUCTION 
Large linear electron colliders require high power short 

pulsed RF sources in order to attain accelerating gradients of 
100-200 MV/m. Two techniques being developed to supply this 
RF tire relativistic klystrons with modulators using magnetic 
pulse compression, and conventional klystrons using phase shift- 
ing techniques for RF pulse compression. The RF power and 
frequency range being explored is 100-500 M W  at 11-17 GHz. 
The RF output pulse length desired is 50-100 nsec, making the 
transient behavior of the multicavity klystrons employed in both 
approdches important. This paper describes a model for analytic 
analysis of transients in muIticavity klystron output power and 
phase. Cavities are-modeled as resonant circuits, while bunching 
of the beam is modeled using linear space-charge wave theory. 
The model has been implemented in a computer program which 
is used in designing multicavity klystrons with stable output 
power and phase. 

R.F CAVITIES 

Each beam loaded klystron cavity is modeled as a parallel 
network of cavity and beam loading impedances as shown in 
Fig, 1. External resistance Z& includes additional resistive load- 
ing by.iris-coupled waveguides. The RF driver connected to the 
input cavity typically consists of a power source, isolator, wave- 
guide, and coupling iris. Th,e driverjs modeled as a generator 
of alternating current I, = Z#” with shunt resistance Z& at- 
tached to the beam loaded input cavity (Fig. 1). Downstream 
cavities are driven by the bunched beam current. 

The RF voltage on a cavity is V(t) = $‘(t)@’ where I?(t) 
is the transient modulation of the RF oscillation eiwt. The tran- 
sient behavior of V(t) is calculated from the circuit equation 

-$cv+-$;+p=i 
which can be rewritten as 

where? L, R, and C are the beam loaded cavity inductance, re- 
sistance, and capacitance, respectively. L, R, and C may be 
time dependent due to resistive and reactive loading of the cav- 
ity by beam pulses with finite risetime. The current Z flowing in 
the circuit model is the sum of generator current Z, for the input 
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FIG. 1. Each beam loaded klystron cavity is modeled 
as a parallel network of cavity and beam impedances. Ex- 
ternal resistance includes additional resistive loadiig by iris 
coupled waveguides. The input cavity is driven by an RF 
generator current. Downstream cavities are driven by the 
bunched beam current. 

cavity, RF beam current Zl for intermediate and output cavities, 
and DC beam current lo for all cavities. Time dependence of Zp 
(for the input cavity) is eiwt where w is the RF angular frequency. 
Time dependence of II (for intermediate and output cavities) 
is ii(t)+’ where 11(t) is the transient modulation of the RF 
oscillation eiwt. Time dependence of lo is due to finite risetime. 

The lumped circuit elements in Eq. (1) can be expressed in 
terms of measurable quantities through the definitions 

w,RC, r = $ =2RC (2) 

where R/Q is constant. Inserting definitions (2) into Eq. (1) 
gives 
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w,+2”-w, WT >I v = w,ii 

(3) 

which we solve for the transient behavior of V(t). 
The total quality factor Q  for resistive beam loading of the 

cavity is composed of contributions from cavity walls (Qo), from 
beam loading (Qb), and from coupling to external waveguides 
(Qe). Total Q  is given by 

Q  = (Qf+ 8;’ + 9;‘)~‘. 
Beam loading Qb is related to the beam parameters by 

Qa = ro(-ro2 - l)Kl/zo (4) 
where Kl depends on the spatial distribution of the beam, 70 = 
1 + eVo/m,c?, and Vo is the accelerating voltage. The resonance 
angular frequency of the cavity is 

Wr =wo+6 
where wg is the resonance frequency without beam, and 6 is the 
detuning by reactive beam loading. The detuning is related to 
beam parameters by 

w/26 = ro(702 - 1)Kzllo (5) 
where K2 depends on the spatial distribution of the beam. Time 
dependence of Qb and 6 results from finite risetime of the beam 
current lo and of the beam energy romecZ in Eq. (4) and (5). 
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Initial Conditions 

Velocity modulation is initiated by an external RF driver 
coupled by a waveguide to the klystron input cavity. The driver 
in general is not matched perfectly to the input cavity impedance 
which is time dependent due to the transient beam loading. If 
the driver is switched on long before the beam enters the in- 

i put cavity,-the input cavity voltage builds up to an asymptotic 
- value which can be determined from the available drive power 

and the impedance mismatch as follows: The driver is modeled 
as i generator of alternating current Ip = jgeiwi with shunt resis- 
tance R, = (R/Q)Qe attached to the beam loaded input cavity 
(Fig. 1). The beam loaded input cavity has impedance 

ZL = (R/Q)[Qo-’ + Qb-l + i(w/w -w/w)]-‘. 
The fraction of available drive power that enters the input cavity 
is 1 - 11’12 where l? = (2~ - Re)/(Z~ + Re) is the voltage wave 
reflection coefficient. The asymptotic peak voltage on the input 
cavity produced by available rms drive power P has the same 
phase (relative to i,) as the total impedance through which I9 
flows. The total impedanceis 2~ = (2~~‘+R,-‘)-‘. The phase 
of the asymptotic peak voltage on the input cavity produced by 
the generator then is 

- 
4 = tan-l - ImZ2” = tan-l -(w/w -4/w) 

ReZT Qo-’ + &a-’ + &e-l ’ 
85, 1 a% -=-- a22 v42 at2 

The asymptotic peak voltage on the input cavity then is where the phase velocity vb of space-charge waves is given by 
- Vd = 2P(l - jI’12)(R/Q)(Qo-1 + Qb-l)-l e’“. 

Assuming the fields produced in the input cavity by the RF 
generator have reached equilibrium before the beam turns on, 
the voltage V(t) on the input cavity at t = 0 just before the 
beam enters is V(0) = Vd and e(O) = iwVd. 

Alternatively, the transient due to switching on the genera- 
tor is analyzed using the input cavity initial condition V(0) = 
V(0) = 0. 7 

.Each downstream cavity is driven only by the beam and has 
V = 0 and V = 0 before the beam enters. 
Driving Term 

“0 2 
( > 

IO 1 - =-- 
C 17 kA Po705 (10) - 

The beam current is 10 = p,&ma2. 

Space-Charge Wavelength 

Space-charge wavenumber and wavelength are computed 
from the phase velocity (10) by averaging, as in Eq. (7), over 
a uniform radial beam current distribution. The average space- 
charge wavenumber is 

&J = w (us> ho2 

The rate of change in current i that drives the voltage on 
a cavity appears on the right side of Eq. (3). For the input 
cavity, which is driven by Ig and by the risetime of 10, i = 
iwIg + 10. Maximum rms drive power P is transferred when 
the input cavity is matched to the driver. In this case, P = 
$($Ig)2R, so I, = dm. For the intermediate and output 
cavities, which are driven by 11 and by the risetime of 10, i = 
iw1r + lo. Calculation of 11 from linear space-charge wave theory 
is discussed below. 

ww = $[(l+g)3/2-93/2] [&q&p] ; (11) 
where g = 2 ln(b/a). The average space-charge wavelength is 

(A,) = y (J-) 
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LINEAR SPACE-CHARGE WAVE THEORY 
OF BUNCHING 

Bunching of the beam is modeled by linear space-charge 
wave theory. The transient cavity voltage V(t)eiwl modulates 
the velocity of the beam. Longitudinal space-charge forces then 
produce space-charge waves which bunch the beam downstream. 
Space-Charge Force 

For beam energy e& = (7s - l)m,c2 = 1.2MeV, current 
10 = 1 kA, and filling factor a/b = 0.7, the space-charge wave- 
length calculated from Eq. (12) is (X,) = 184cm, in good agree- 
ment with simulations by the electromagnetic particle-in-cell 
code, Mask.’ 

RF Current 

-Thespace-charge potential of a long bunch of charge density 
p and radius a in a beam tube of radius b is 

Velocity modulation by a cavity produces RF modulation of 
the beam current downstream. We approximate each klystron 
cavity as a narrow gap with voltage V(t)eiwf. After drifting a G 
distance d, the beam develops an RF current given in the linear .G 
approximation by 

V(r<a<b)=-$f 
0 > 

assuming the longitudinal dimension (2) of the bunch is long 
compared to the radial dimension (r) so that end effects can 
be neglected. The longitudinal space-charge force in the frame 
moving with the beam at velocity 00 = &c is 

F,(r) = -ey = & (1+2lni- $) 2 
0 a 

(6) 

where 70 = (1 - PO )- ’ If2 Note that when averaged over a . 
uniform radial current distribution 

(F ) = s: F,(r) rdr = I Slrdr ’ (7) 

Wave Equation 

The longitudinal space-charge force produces space-charge 
waves on the beam. The space-charge wave equation can be 
derived from~the linearized continuity equation in the coordinate 
frame moving with the beam at velocity vs with respect to the 
klystron, 

poavl~az = -apllat, (8) 
where the charge density p and the velocity v are both sums of 
a constant term and a small modulation: p(z, t) = po + pl(z, t) 
and v(z, t) = vs+vr(z, t). In the beam frame, the beam velocity 
is vr(z, t). 

For small velocity modulation, 01 = ~(7 - ~c)/@e~s3 where 
7 = (1 - p2)li2. The acceleration is 

61 = NPo703 = Fz(r)/m703 (9) 
because + = Fz&/m,c2. Substituting 61 from Eq. (9) into the 
time derivative of Eq. (8) and using F, from Eq. (6), gives the 
wave equation 

-.. 

i,(t) = -ep gel +bJp7 sin ((lc,)d) eiwdlBc (13) 

where 20 = 377n and (kP) is computed from Eq. (11). 
In the drift downstream from a cavity, space-charge waves 

evolve on the beam according to Eq. (13) with boundary condi- 
tions given by the cavity voltage. Bunching evolves on the scale 
of X,/4. In klystron designs, intercavity spacings are somewhat 
less than X,/4, making the overall lengths of klystrons scale with 
X, times the number of cavities. 
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MULTICAVITY KLYSTRONS 

The transient calculation for a multicavity klystron is out- 
lined in Fig. 2. For each cavity in sequence from input to out- 
put, the time dependent RF cavity voltage produced by the RF 
generator (for the input cavity) or the bunched beam (for the in- 
termediate and output cavities) is calculated from Eq. (3) using 
&he appropriate initial condition and driving term as discussed 
above. The voltage solution-is used to compute from Eq. (13) 
the rssulting RF modulation of the beam current at the down- 
stream cavities. The RF current used to drive each cavity in the 
calculation is the phasor sum of RF currents from all cavities 
upstream. The output RF power is computed from the output 
cavity RF voltage as IV(t)12/2&. The output RF phase relative 
to the RF generator is tan-’ (ImV(r)/ReV(2)). 
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FIG. 2. Flowchart for klystron transient calculations. 

EXAMPLES 

Relativistic klystrons under development at the Stan- 
ford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) and Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory (LLNL) are designed to extract hundreds 
of megawatts of RF power at 11.4 GHz from electron beam 
pulses of 1 kA current, 1 MeV kinetic energy, and 50nsec dura- 
tion.2 These beams are produced by a linear induction acceler- 
ator -driven by modulators using magnetic pulse compression at 
LLNL. One relativistic klystron, known as SL4,2 is a six cavity 
tube designed to operate at 11.4 GHz with 1 kA beam current 
and 1.2 MV beam kinetic energy. Figure 3 shows our analysis of 
transients in klystron output power and phase due to a pulsed 
relativistic beam entering the SL4 klystron after the fields pro- 
duced in the input cavity by the RF generator have reached 
equilibrium. 

Phase shifting techniques for RF pulse compression are 
under development at SLAC.3 A 100-MW conventional klystron 
at 11.424 GHz has been designed for use in these experimentsl’ 
Figure 4 shows our analysis of the transients due to switching on 
the RF generator in the presence of a DC beam, and then due to 
reversing the generator phase after the switch-on transient has 
subsYded7. 

SUMMARY 

We have described a model for analytic linear analysis of 
transients in multicavity klystron output power and phase. We 
have presented as examples our transient analyses of two multi- 
cavityklystrons designed for applications in which fast risetime 
and stable output power and phase are important. 
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FIG. 3. Transient analysis of SL4, an 11.4-GHz six-cavity rel- 
ativistic klystron. In this linear calculation, the fields produced in 
the input cavity by the RF generator have reached equilibrium be- 
fore the beam turns on. The klystron cavity frequencies without 
beam are tuned to 0, 31, 23,45,425, and 6 MHz, respectively, above 
11424 MHz. The pulsed beam detunes the cavities by 25MHz and 
loads them with Qbeam = 230 when beam current and voltage are at 
their maximum values, 1 kA and 1 MV. The gain cavities are loaded 
externally with Qe = 120 for faster risetime. Input Qe = 300. Out- 
put Qe = 20. For the six cavities, RJQ = 27,27, 27,27, 60, and 510, 
respectively. Intercavity spacings are 28, 14, 21, 21, and 14 cm. 
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FIG. 4. Transient analysis of a lOO-MW, 11.424-GHz five-cavity 
conventional klystron design for RF pulse compression. In this linear 
calculation, the RF generator is switched on at 0 nsec in the presence 
of a DC beam. The generator phase is reversed at 30 nsec, after the 
switch-on transient has subsided. Dashed curves show that improved 
risetime is obtained by adding external loads with Qe = 150 to the 
gain cavities. Input Qe = 190. Output Qe = 26. The klystron cavity 
frequencies without beam are tuned to 21, l&40,500, and 20 MHz, 
respectively, above 11424 MHz. The DC, 510A, 440 kV beam de- 
tunes the cavities by -21 MHz and loads them with Qb = 210. For _ 
the five cavities, R/Q = 36, 36, 36, 39, and 20R, respectively. Inter- a 
cavity spacings are 6, 6, 8, and 3 cm. 
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